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TELECOMMUNICATIONS SCIENCE

Methods for forming and transmitting hypermedia images
by using modern communication technologies
Venko Kacarov, Aneliya Stanoeva, Anton Stoilov,
Alexey Stefanov, Filip Batalov
Of particular interest is the development of an aromatic image synthesizer that can reproduce a
given variety of aromas in the surrounding environment, leading to indirect changes in
psychophysiological indicators and behavioral responses of the human body.
Keywords – biotechnical, aromatic image; synthesizer; psychophysiological indicators; aromas
Методи за формиране и предаване на хипермедийни образи с използване на
съвременните комуникационни технологии (Венко Т. Кацаров, Анелия В. Станоева, Антон
Н. Стоилов, Алексей К. Стефанов, Филип И. Баталов). Според теорията на комуникацията
реципиентите възприемат информацията визуално, аудиально и кинестетически.
Кинестетическото възприятие е разделено, от своя страна на три категории: вкус, аромат и
тактилно. За човека възприемането на информационните пакети и съобщения, включително
предавани по телекомуникационните канали, се осъществява чрез сензорни системи. В
масовата комуникация основно внимание се отделя на аудио-визуалните канали за
комуникация.. Прието е да се счита, че най-значимата сензорна система е зрителният
анализатор. Втората, не по-малко важна сензорна система, е слуховият анализатор. Тези
сензорни системи осигуряват дистанционната форма на възприемане на физическите
фактори на външната среда. Но поведенческите функции на болшинството живи организми
се формират не само при възприемането на зрителната и слуховата информация, но и с
участието на обонянието. Възприемането на физико-химичните параметри на околната
среда чрез работата на системата на обонянието е присъщо и на човека. Според
съвременните схващания това е много мощна сензорна система на възприятие на различни
ароматични образи, която е в състояние да образува устойчиви в продължение на дълго време
поведенчески стимули. В нормален вид тази система има много общо със зрителните и
слухови анализатори. Но в техническо отношение има още много бели петна и нерешени
проблеми. По-специално определен интерес представлява създаването на синтезатор генератор на ароматични образи, който може да възпроизвежда необходими разнообразни
аромати в околното пространство, което води до косвена промяна на психофизиологичните
показатели и поведенчески реакции на организма на човека. Настоящата статия е посветена
на проблемите свързани с класификацията, био-физичните основи на сензитивността на
ароматите, а също така на някои аспекти при реализацията на технически системи за
формирането на ароматични образи.

I. Introduction
The sense of smell differs from the perception of
taste in that we do not know the primary odors. A
single “set” of primary odors may not exist at all.
There are many classifications of odors based on
introspection and subjective sensations, but the main
problem is to distinguish a few basic, primary odors,
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which, when mixed, form the vast multitude of
complex aromas perceived by the human olfactory
system.
Since ancient times, attempts have been made to
classify odors from scientists belonging to different
fields of science. Naturalist Carl Linnaeus, in his work
Odores medicamentorum (1756), developed a system
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of seven classes (spicy, aromatic, amber-musk, garlic,
capry, repellant, fertile); At the same time, physician
Albrecht von Haller proposed a much simpler
classification into only three categories (pleasant,
unpleasant and "intermediate" odors). At the end of
the 19th century, the Dutch psychologist Hendrik
Zvaardemaker reworked the Linnaean system, adding
ethereal and burned aromas (thus obtaining nine
categories) and dividing some classes into subclasses:
1. Main flavors (acetone, chloroform).
2. Spicy flavors: Camphor (camphor, needles),
Cloves, Anisic (anise, menthol), Citrus fruits
(lemon, orange), Almonds (bitter almonds), Others
(laurel, cinnamon, lavender);
3. Balsamic: Incense, Jasmine, Lilies (lily), Vanillin
(vanilla);
4. Ambromuscus (ambergris, musk);
5. Onion – garlic: Garlic, Arsenic (arsenic), Halogen
(bromine);
6. Burnt (toast, tobacco smoke);
7. Capryl or goat (valerian, cheese, sweat, urine,
sperm);
8. Repulsive (some varieties of orchids, some insects,
bed bugs, belladonna);
9. Fetidia (rotten meat, feces).
Later, an attempt was made to build a system for the
calculation of fragrances not in two-dimensional, but
in a three-dimensional perspective. According to the
plan of Hans Henning (1916), each aroma must find
its well-defined place inside the so-called "perfume
prism", at the tops of which are the main, primary
aromas.
One of the most developed and used classification
systems is the H. Zvaardemaker system, which
appeared in its first version in 1895 and in its final
form in 1914. It divided all aromatic substances into 9
classes. [17]
And some species are subdivided into subclasses.
1. Aromatic: comfort, spicy, anise, lemon, almonds;
2. Balsamic: floral, lilac, vanilla.
The classification was criticized and, in 1926, was
proposed and further developed in the classification of
fragrances by Crocker and Henderson, according to
which the fragrances were divided into four
"psychologically
basic"
fragrances
(aromatic
(pleasant), acidic, burning, capricious) [18,19]. All
other flavors, in nature, according to the authors of
this classification are mixtures of basic in different
proportions. They suggest assigning each scent value
of 1 to 8 on a special scale. Thus, using this system,
up to 8888 different flavors can theoretically be
described.
According to Crocker and Henderson, each
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fragrance can be expressed by a four-digit number,
whose individual numbers characterize the intensity of
each of the basic fragrances. The degree of intensity
of the main aromas is expressed from 1 to 8. Table 1
lists the codes of certain aromatics substances
according to the Crocker and Henderson
classification.
Table 1
Characteristic numbers of some substances

Substance

Fragrance
code

Intensity of perception of base
aromas
Capry
Floral Sour Burned
lene

Rose oil

6423

6

4

2

3

Vanillin

6021

6

0

2

1

7683

7

6

8

3

5414

5

4

1

4

3803

3

8

0

3

Freshly brewed
coffee beans
Ethyl alcohol

Acetic acid

As can be seen from Table 1, according to Crocker
and Henderson's classification, there is no substance
in nature that has only one basic aroma. The aroma of
vanillin is closest to the pure floral, but the aroma of
vanillin is denoted by the number 6021, i. In addition
to the floral aroma of sufficiently high intensity,
vanillin has two other types of aroma, the intensity of
which is sufficiently low. Acetic acid has the most
pronounced acid odor - code aroma 3803.
The acidic aroma and the chemical concept of
"acid" are not identical. The acid aroma is
characteristic of acetic acid, formic acid, acetone,
camphor. However, hydrochloric acid has a relatively
low intensity of acidic aroma.
Roasted coffee beans and furfural can serve as a
standard for the aroma of burning.
The Caprylic (goat) odor of quite high intensity is
found in fusel oils, kerosene, gasoline, fading fats.
Crocker and Henderson's fragrance classification
system uses the term Degree of Aroma Intensity. A
degree of olfactory intensity means an amount that
causes a clear perception of the aroma even for people
who are not trained to perceive it.
In the 1960s, as noted above, the American
scientist J. Amour, within his stereochemical theory of
aromas, reverted to the classification of the seven
basic (ether, camphor, musk, floral, peppermint,
caustic and putrefactive).
In 1965, J. Davis offers a classification identifying
10 main flavors: musk, amber, cedar, pepper, floral,
almond, camphor, ether-fruity, fruity, alcohol-fruity.
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All other aromas found in food, J. Davis considers a
combination of these ten flavors. However, it should
be noted that the classification of J. Davis does not
reflect the unpleasant aromas that occur in foodstuffs
when oxidation or decay occurs (acidic, moldy,
rotting) [20].
There is also a known attempt to classify
fragrances, presenting fragrances in the form of a
geometric figure - the so-called aromatic or Hanning
prism [21].
The Hanning prism is a hollow triangular prism,
the six corners of which correspond to six primary
aromas: floral, putrid, Heteren (fruity), spicy, as well
as the smells of burning and rubber. According to the
author, all the fragrances that are "placed" on the sides
connecting two corners and are similar to the primary
fragrances "arranged" on the corners. Intermediate
aromas resulting from the mixing of several primary
fragrances "lie" on the surface of the prism.
Recently, a classification based on primary aromas
has been proposed in an attempt to establish a direct
link between certain chemical properties of
compounds and the perception of their aromas [21].
Putrefacti

Heteren / Fruit

Floral

people's ability to evaluate and define their own
olfactory sensations. If one is to compare one's own
assessment of smell with all known categories, one's
description of a specific olfactory sense is limited to
those categories.
It should be noted that the classification, which is
based on seven primary aromas, is based on and is
closest to the stereochemical theory of aroma.
II. Technical, making implementation
In the biotechnical environment, in which one is
part of a complex system for the formation, perception
and analysis of information flows, the reproduction of
aromatic images requires the creation of special
technical and technological devices. The process of
forming aromatic images by technical means has a
definite focus. Based on the method of expert
evaluation of the aroma, a list of simple fragrances
can be obtained that does not change over time. Using
heuristic rules for the construction of aromatic
compositions based on various ingredients and
aromatic substances, unlimited aromas can be
reproduced, which in their nuances of perception are
not inferior to the natural aromatic images and at the
same time change over time. The static or dynamic
nature of the aromatic image reproduced in the
surrounding space is largely determined by the nature
of the source of the aroma itself. For natural sources
of aromas, static aromatic images are typical.

Burned

Piquant

Resinous

Fig. 1. The prism of Henning's scents.

As we can see, the classifications are mostly based
on primary aromas, but none of them escapes criticism
and their value is doubtful enough. The main
difficulty that arises when trying to create a
classification based on several primary fragrances is
that it is difficult enough for most of the aromatics to
be associated with one or more primary fragrances.
On the other hand, the classification based on a large
number of flavor categories may be too broad and not
adapted to define the primary flavors and therefore
cannot cope with the task assigned to it, namely to
identify specific primary flavors.
Furthermore, the use of preset flavors of such
names or labels as "floral", "putrid" or "spicy" limits
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Fig.2. Block diagram of the technical creation of
hypermedia images.

The fragrance synthesizer is a technical device,
suggesting the possibility of forming a large number
of aromatic images, the verbal characteristics of which
are not constant over time and may in practice not
depend on the external environmental conditions.
Such a device, connected to a data channel oriented to
the perception of visual and auditory information, is
able to significantly expand the traffic of the
generated message packets. In the usual sense, the
creation of an aromatic image seems like a procedure
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for the perception of specific compounds [1, 3]. For
each typical odor, there is a certain set of chemicals
that cannot be altered in the process of human
perception. Given the huge amount of fragrances from
different sites, it is difficult to imagine the possibility
of their rapid reproduction. This task can only be
solved by creating an aroma synthesizer - an aromatic
image generator.
In the process of knowledge of the world, seven
primary colors of a radiant flux are noted. Through
various empirical experiments, the presence of seven
basic sounds has been established, and subsequently
confirmed in music practice. The synthesis of color
shades or basic sounds envisages the creation of a
large number of works of art and illustrations. The
creation of such a flavor synthesizer will greatly
enhance the range of information packages generated
by modern technical means. The creation of such an
aromatic image synthesizer based on computer
technology will have the ability to easily reproduce
software programs for managing the fragrance
generator. With the help of the biophysical bases of
the perception of the smell of man, the principles of
construction of an aromatic image generator and then
a working model of the apparatus were formulated.
Structurally, this construction is a generator with a set
of emitters attached to it (seven emitters and the
corresponding number of chemical odor - cartridge
carriers), a communication interface for connecting to
a computer. By using special software, the user
himself determines the parameters and the mode of
reproduction of the necessary aromatic image.
The following areas have been selected as the main
areas of the work program for the system
construction:
• Transmission and reproduction of fragrances in
telecommunications networks;
• Formation of psychophysiological factors for the
perception of information messages.
The problem of creating a synthesizer or aroma
generator is of interest in terms of a wide range of
practical problems:
• Creation of comfortable psycho-physiological
conditions for rest, as well as places for long stay
of a large number of people (planes, trains,
cinemas, etc.);
• Creating an atmosphere of information perception
at exhibitions, presentations, promotions and other
marketing and art. events;
• In medical practice (treatment and prevention of a
number of diseases, anesthesia);
• Equipping with such systems - aroma synthesizer
for air conditioning units for refreshing and
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recirculating the air in residential and office
buildings.
Currently, the concept of "aromatic image" is
formed on the basis of subjective sensations. And
often what pleases one does not like the other. As
shown in the present study, it is not yet possible to
objectively evaluate and express the aroma of a
substance. Today it is customary to speak of "typical
flavors".
The term Aroma is generally understood to be a
pleasant-smelling organic substance. It is unlikely that
anyone would say so about chlorine or mercaptan,
although they also have their own distinctive and
typical odor. When referring to substances with a
particular odor in general, the term odorant is often
used.
In terms of technology and physico-chemistry,
there is no difference between aromatic and
odoriferous substances.
After what has been said here, the purpose of the
project can be specified: Transmission and
reproduction of aromatic images through the use of
telecommunication networks to create comfortable
psychophysiological conditions for humans.
The implementation of such a project should be
carried out in several stages:
1. Design and development of a fully functional
laboratory model of the apparatus;
2. Preparation of specialized software for the
synthesis of aromatic images;
3. Preparation of typical sets of cartridges for forming
aromatic images of the respective groups.
4. A plan for the development of design and
technological documentation has been prepared.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the layout of the aromatic image
synthesizer on the Arduino platform.
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III. Conclusion
Research relating to the reproduction of aromatic
images in telecommunications networks may include
the following contributing elements:
• The practical possibility of creating technical
apparatus for reproducing dynamic aromatic
images is justified.
• A technological scheme for the construction of
technical systems for reproducing aromatic images
in telecommunications networks has been
proposed [3].
• A working model based on the formulated
principles and with the following technical
parameters has been created: The number of
channels for the reproduction of fragrance
components - from 1 to 8; Continuous operation
time (without changing cartridges) - 4 hours;
Minimum injection duration (ambient dispersal) 10 s; With an injection duration of about 2 minutes,
a permanent aromatic image is created in a room of
60 m3; Intensity of injection - from 0.02 to 0.4 ml/s.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE

Functional programming features supported
by Kotlin and Swift
Stoyan Bonev, John Galletly
This paper examines and describes selected syntactic features of the functional programming
paradigm as exemplified by two modern languages, Kotlin and Swift. The specific features of the
paradigm which are considered are higher-order functions, lambda functions, map, filter and reduce
functions, and higher-kinded types. Code fragments to illustrate how these features are supported in
both Kotlin and Swift are presented.
Записки по функционално програмиране с примери на Kotlin и Swift (Стоян Б. Бонев,
Джон Е. Галетли). Статията представя избрани елементи от функционалния стил на
програмиран. Всички те са илюстрирани с примери на два съвременни езика, Kotlin и Swift.
Последователно се разглеждат функции от по-висок ред, ламбда функции, функциите map,
filter и reduce, а също така и типове от по-висок ред. Фрагменти от програмен код на двата
езика показват същината на разгледаните езикови конструкции.

I. Introduction
I.1 Kotlin and Swift
Kotlin and Swift are two relatively modern
programming languages. Kotlin was announced by
JetBrains in 2011 for Android mobile devices [8, 9],
while Swift was introduced by Apple in 2014 for iOS
mobile devices [10, 11]. They are both regarded as
being native languages for mobile app development
for their respective platforms. They are thus important
and popular languages in the economically-booming
mobile app market. As is the trend for modern
languages, Kotlin and Swift are classed as being
multi-paradigm languages. As this paper explains,
both been influenced by the functional programming
(FP) paradigm.
The
predominant
methodology
for
the
development of mobile apps is definitely the
procedural or object-oriented approach. Functional
programming is not mainstream for the software
development industry.
However, the functional programming paradigm
has a number of advantages, such as brevity of code;
concurrency support; lazy evaluation; and separationof-concerns by emphasizing function composition
[27]. These would be beneficial in the development of
mobile apps.
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Knowledge of how these languages provide
support for the FP paradigm seems to be terra
incognita for many programmers. The authors address
this shortcoming, in a small way, by describing and
illustrating how specific FP features are supported by
both Kotlin and Swift.
Space restrictions are a barrier to examining the
full range of FP features. The authors therefore
selected a subset of FP features (including standard,
and more advanced ones) that encompass the FP
paradigm [4, 7]. The selected features are higher-order
functions, lambda functions, map, filter and reduce
functions, and higher-kinded types.
I.2 Functional Programming
The function concept is a basic building block for
program development in numerous programming
languages [1]. The classical implementation of a
function is based on a “call/return” statement pair
which serves to transfer control between the calling
statement and the called function. This approach
permits the bi-directional exchange of data through a
parameter-passing mechanism that is based on the
correspondence between formal parameters and actual
arguments, and also permits the return of results via a
return statement.
Functional programming has its roots in pure
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mathematics, the most notable contribution being
Church’s lambda calculus [2]. Lambda calculus is a
formal system in mathematical logic for expressing
computation based on functions: abstraction and
application using variable binding and substitution.
In programming terms, the function serves as the
foundation for functional programming – a style of
programming based on the use pure functions which
avoid shared state, mutable data, and side-effects [3],
[4]. Examples of modern, but specific, pure functional
languages are Haskell [5] and Scala [6].
II. Higher-Order Functions
In the functional programming paradigm, functions
are treated as first-class citizens (or first-class
functions), meaning that functions behave like any
other program variable [5]. For example, a first-class
function can be passed as an argument to other
functions, and can be returned by another function as
its return value and can be assigned as a value to a
variable or may appear as an item within a data
collection [5].
These functions are also known as higher-order
functions [12]. The next two sections illustrate this
function-passing behaviour in Kotlin and Swift.
In our study, we define a problem space in order to
describe the data exchange between functions. Given
are a fixed set of functions and a collection of numeric
values. The data collection items serve as arguments
to the list of functions. We automate the evaluation of
all the functions over all the data values, with the
requirement that all the processing is to take place in
only one iterative step.
Kotlin
fun sqr(par: Double) = par * par
fun cube(par: Double) = par * par * par
fun abs(par: Double) : Double {
return if (par<0.0) -par else par }
fun ctof(par: Double) = 9.0/5.0 * par + 32.0
Swift
func sqr(par: Double) -> Double { return par*par }
func cube(par: Double) -> Double{ return par*par*par}
func abs(par: Double) -> Double {
return par<0.0 ? -par : par }
func ctof(par: Double) -> Double{
return 9.0/5.0 * par + 32.0 }

The selected sample group of functions to evaluate
includes functions that return the square, the cube, the
absolute value, and the Celsius to Fahrenheit
temperature conversion. All functions have the same
unified signature - a formal parameter of Double data
type, and a return value of Double data type.
The following list/array data structures serve to
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encapsulate the selected functions and the collection
of numeric data values.
Kotlin
val listFun = listOf(::sqr, ::cube, ::abs, ::ctof)
val listData = listOf(15.0, 25.0, 35.0, 45.0, 55.0)
Swift
var listFun:Array<(Double)->Double> =
[sqr, cube, abs, ctof]
var listData = [ 5.0, 15.0, 25.0, 35.0, 45.0, 55.0 ]

Having all the above definitions, we can then apply
“one step” iteration in the context of two nested loop
control statements taking a function as an argument.
The outer loop is controlled by variable i and iterates
through all functions in the list listFun. The inner loop
is controlled by variable j that iterates through all data
values in the list listData.
Kotlin
println("Test multiple functions, multiple data ")
println("Rows by fun name from listFun = $listFun ")
println("Colmns by data seq from listData=$listData")
for ( i in listFun ) {
for ( j in listData )
print(" " + example(i, j))
println()
}
println()
Swift
print(" version multiple functions, multiple data")
print(" Rows by fun name from listFun = " , listFun )
print(" Colmns by data seq from listData=",listData)
for i in listFun {
for j in listData {
print(" ", example(funArg:i, dataArg:j), terminator:" “)
}
print()
}
print()

The
Kotlin
record
“example(i,j)”
and
corresponding Swift record “example(funArg:i,
dataArg:j)” resemble accessing a 2D array referenced
with i as a row index and j as a column index. This is
only a superficial similarity which hides the semantic
entity of these records as a flexible way to call
different functions with different argument values
using the same notation for all cases.
II.1 Passing a function as a parameter to a
function
The function example() defined below has a
formal parameter, funarg, which corresponds to a
function with one Double data type argument,
dataArg, and a return value of Double data type. The
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example() function body contains only one statement,
return statement. The result of invoking funArg with
argument dataArg is transferred back to the caller
[16].
Kotlin
fun example(funArg:(Double)->Double, dataArg:
Double): Double {
return funArg(dataArg)
}
Swift
func example(funArg:(Double)->Double, dataArg:
Double) -> Double {
return funArg(dataArg)
}

II.2 Returning a function from a function as its
return value
The function exampleRetFun(), presented below
has a formal parameter of Int data type, and a return
value that is a function with a Double data type
parameter and return value.
The function body has only a switch statement.
Each case clause is composed of a return statement
with an argument of a concrete function name such as
sqr, cube, abs, and ctof. All the functions have the
same unified signature of Double data type parameter
and return value.
The effect of running a function that returns a
function as its value, i.e. the exampleRetFun()
function, is demonstrated with a trivial for loop that
iterates four times, returning a different function name
like sqr, cube, abs or ctof, depending on the counter
control variable i.
Kotlin
fun exampleRetFun(par: Int): (Double) -> Double {
when (par) {
1 -> return ::sqr //explicit func reference
2 -> return ::cube
3 -> return ::abs
4 -> return ::ctof
}
return ::err
}
fun main() {
for ( i in 1..4) {
func = exampleRetFun( i )
print(" "+func(-40.0)) // indirect fun call
}
println()
}
Swift
func exampleRetFun(par: Int) -> (Double) -> Double {
switch par {
case 1: return sqr // sqr explicit fun ref
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case 2: return cube
case 3: return abs
case 4: return ctof
default: return err

}
}
func main() {
for i in 1...4 {
fun = exampleRetFun(par:i )
print(" ",fun(50.0)," ",exampleRetFun(par:i)(-40.0))
print()
}

III. Lambda Expressions, Lambda Functions
and Closures
An expression (one or more statements) formulated
in the style of Church’s lambda calculus is termed a
lambda expression [4]. Lambda expressions are an
abstraction for the representation of lambda functions.
They serve as a pattern for the explicit description,
definition and invocation of a lambda function, but do
not give a name for the function itself. In practical
terms, lambda functions are anonymous (or nameless)
functions and provide an in situ alternative to named
functions [7]. Originally introduced in FP, lambda
functions are nowadays supported by many other
languages such as Java, C#, and C++, and Kotlin [13],
[14], [4]. However, the Swift syntax reference manual
[15] uses the term “closure”, not “lambda function” to
describe anonymous functions in Swift.
Lambda functions/closures present a compact and
useful programming feature. They permit the
encapsulation of specific processing into separate
nameless units that are to be invoked in one only
executive point of the program code. Using lambda
functions/closures produces efficient, reliable and
readable code. Typical areas of using lambda
functions include exception handling and event
handling techniques. Developing event handlers based
on lambda functions makes unnecessary the definition
of units as classes with methods whose only role is to
handle an event [13].
Lambda functions may directly execute at the point
of appearance. They may be transferred as a parameter
to a function, or may return from a function as its
return value. Like named functions, lambda functions
(and closures) are first-class functions and higherorder functions.
The lambda function syntax in Kotlin and the
closure syntax in Swift have the following general
form:
Kotlin
{ parameters ->
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statements
}
Swift
{ (parameters) -> return type in
statements
}

Both entities are surrounded in curly braces. Each
contains the function parameters and function body
separated with a delimiter ‘->’. Lambda functions and
closures may have zero, one or more parameters. The
function body is usually a Kotlin/Swift expression or
statement. Here are examples to illustrate lambdas
definitions with one parameter.
Kotlin
println("Lambda function with one parameter")
// lambda fun defined but not used CtoF converter
{par: Double -> 9.0/5.0*par + 32.0}
// parenthesized definition, not used
( {par: Double -> 9.0/5.0*par + 32.0} )
//lambda fun defined, invoked act arg, ret value lost
( {par: Double -> 9.0/5.0*par + 32.0} )(100.0)
// lambda fun defined and invoked, ret value saved
var rez1=({par:Double -> 9.0/5.0*par+32.0} )(100.0)
// return value displayed in two different ways
print(" "+rez1+" "+({par:Double->9.0/5.0*par+32.0} )(100.0))
Swift
print("Closure with one parameter")
// named closure
var sb3=({(par:Double)->Double in return 9.0/5.0*par+32.0})
sb3(100.0) // closure invoked, ret value lost, ERROR
// closure invoked, ret value saved
let rez1 = sb3(100.0)
print(rez1)
// the same value displayed in three different ways
print(rez1," ",sb3(100.0)," ", ( {(par: Double) -> Double in
return 9.0/5.0*par + 32.0} )(100.0))

IV. Lambda Functions as First-Class Data
Objects
This next section demonstrates lambda function
behaviour as first-class data objects.
Lambda functions listed in data structure
Kotlin
val lambda:(Double)->Double = { par: Double -> par*5
}
val listFun = listOf(::sqr, ::cube, ::abs, ::ctof, lambda)
Swift
var closure=(Double)->Double=
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{ (p:Double) in return p*5 }
var listFun:Array<(Double)->Double> = [sqr, cube, abs,
ctof, closure]

Passing a lambda as an argument to a function

Kotlin
println("Test for lambda functions as FCDO")
var lambda = example( { par: Double -> par * 5}, 20.0)
println("lambda result = $lambda")
Swift
print("Test for closure as FCDO")
var closure = example(funArg: { (par: Double) ->
Double in return par * 5}, dataArg:20.0)
print("closure result = " , closure)

Returning a lambda from a function as a value

Kotlin
fun exampleRetFun(par: Int): (Double) -> Double {
when (par) {
1 -> return ::sqr
...
5 -> return ::lambda
}
fun main() {
...
func = exampleRetFun(5)
print(" "+func(-30.0)) //indirect call to lambda fun
...
}
Swift
func exampleRetFun(par: Int) -> (Double) -> Double {
switch par {
case 1: return sqr //sqr explicit func ref
...
case 5: return closure
default: return err
}
func main() {
...
var fun = exampleRetFun(par:5)
print(" ", fun(-30.0)) // indirect call to closure
...
}

V. Map, Filter and Reduce Functions
Three central abstractions of functional
programming are the map, filter and reduce functions
[17]. They are just three of a library of built-in,
higher-order functions. These three functions provide
optimal non-iterative processing of sequences of data,
i.e. collections such as arrays, lists, sets, dictionaries,
etc. [5].
Mapping is a successive application of a function
to a sequence of arguments that returns a sequence of
results. Filtering is a successive application of a
Boolean function to a sequence of arguments that
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returns a sequence of the arguments that make this
function return true. Reducing is the application of a
function to a sequence of arguments to produce a
single value.
In functional programming, lambda functions are
often used in combination with the map, filter and
reduce functions. We demonstrate this below in Kotlin
and Swift. The behaviour is explained as follows:
• Map transforms the values collection into a new
sequence as squares of the items in the input.
• Filter results into a new sequence with negative
data items extracted from the input.
• Reduce accumulates the sum of all the items from
the input sequence.
Kotlin
val values: List<Double> = listOf(2.0, -4.0, -5.0, 7.0)
var result1 = values.map( { x: Double -> x*x } )
print(result1)
var result2 = values.filter({ x: Double -> x<=0.0 })
print(result2)
var result3 = values.reduce(
{ x1: Double, x2: Double -> x1+x2 } )
print(result3)
Swift
let values = [2.0, -4.0, -5.0, 7.0]
let result1 = values.map(
{(par: Double) -> Double in return par * par })
print(result1)
let result2 = values.filter(
{( par: Double) -> Bool in return par<=0.0 })
print(result2)
let result3 = values.reduce(0,
{(x1:Double,x2:Double)->Double in return(x1+x2)})
print(result3)

VI. Higher-Kinded Types
FP languages also support the advanced (but
commonplace) concept of higher-kinded types
(HKTs) [18]. HKTs are derived from mathematical
category/type theory. In this context, “kind” is
understood to mean the type of a type.
Parametric polymorphism [18] (called generics in
Java and C#, and templates in C++) is a well-known
concept available in many languages. It allows the
definition of functions with a generic type parameter,
<T>, e.g. List(<T>), with the type <T> specified at
runtime. Basically, the type parameter, <T>, allows
the abstraction of specific type parameters. This
concept may be taken further with the introduction of
recursion, e.g. List(List(<T>)), replacing T with
List(<T>).
A similar concept occurs with higher-kinded types,
only here, instead of abstracting types for functions,
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types are abstracted for types. Basically, HKTs are
types which take abstract types and construct a new
type – so-called type constructor polymorphism [19,
20, 21]. Higher-kinded types have the ability to
process generic types with their type parameters as
variables and so may be viewed as type constructors.
Functors and Monads [22] are the most common
examples of higher-kinded types. However, such
types are not natively-supported in Kotlin and Swift.
Nonetheless, cutting through the complex theory, we
may illustrate HKTs behaviour in Kotlin and Swift in
a simplified way.
A Functor is any type that can be mapped over
with the map function. Arrays, lists, sets, dictionaries,
and several other “collection” entities have this
property. So they are all Functors. In Kotlin and Swift,
we give an example of an array whose elements are
mapped into their squares. The solution is presented in
two versions: the argument of the function map() is
first specified as the user-defined function squares(),
and then as a lambda function.
Kotlin
fun squares(par: Double): Double {
return par * par
}
val values: Array<Double> = arrayOf(2.0, 4.0, 5.0, 7.0)
var mapped = values.map( ::squares )
print(mapped)
var mapped = values.map(
{ par: Double -> par * par } )
print(mapped)
Swift
func squares(par: Double) -> Double {
return par * par
}
let values = [2.0, 4.0, 5.0, 7.0]
let mapped = values.map(squares)
print(mapped)
let mapped = values.map(
{(par: Double) -> Double in return par * par })
print(mapped)

A Monad is any type that can be mapped over
using the map() function, and flat mapped over using
the flatMap() function (another built-in function that
flattens multi-dimensional collections). Again, arrays,
lists, sets, dictionaries, etc., have this property. So
they are also Monads. In Swift and Kotlin, we give an
example using a 2D array that is flattened to a 1D
array, and its elements then are mapped into their
squares.
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Kotlin
var array2D = arrayOf(arrayOf(1.0, 2.0),
arrayOf(3.0, 4.0), arrayOf(5.0, 6.0),
arrayOf(7.0, 8.0))
var flattened = array2D.flatMap { Array ->
Array.map { par -> par*par} }
print(flattened)
Swift
let array2D = [[1.0,2.0], [3.0,4.0],
[5.0,6.0], [7.0,8.0]]
var flattened = array2D.flatMap { array in return
array.map { par in return par*par } }
print(flattened)

VII. Conclusion
This paper presented an informative evaluation of
the support provided by the native syntax of Kotlin
and Swift for a number of functional programming
paradigm features. The features selected were higherorder functions, lambda functions, map, filter and
reduce functions, and higher-kinded types. Code
examples to illustrate these features were given in
both Kotlin and Swift. Space restrictions do not permit
the inclusion of other FP features in this paper, but
research shows that other standard features are also
supported.
Allowing for the differences in the syntax of Kotlin
and Swift, the paper has shown that the languages do
support the above features. The only omission is the
lack of native support for higher-kinded types,
although some qualified support in simplified
scenarios was demonstrated. For the future, this lack
of support may change. Certainly, for Swift, at least,
there are discussions on Internet forums advocating
the introduction of HKT support in future versions of
the language [23].
Although Kotlin and Swift are languages that were
both designed for implementing native-code
applications for mobile devices, they are both
complete, fully-featured languages in the sense of
being multi-paradigm. This is a trend in modern
languages, so it is, perhaps, unsurprising that they
both languages support many aspects of the functional
programming paradigm. So, the overall result of our
examination is positive – even though Kotlin and
Swift have different syntaxes, they both support many
functional programming features.
This result opens up an interesting possibility.
Given their functional programming support, plus the
fact that these languages were primarily designed for
the mobile app market, it seems reasonable to ask if
the functional programming paradigm is being used in
mobile app development today. Some benefits of the
functional programming style include brevity of code,
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concurrency, and lazy evaluation, all characteristics
focusing on performance – an important requirement
for modern mobile apps. However, an Internet search
revealed that, although there are several articles
predicting the use of functional programming with
Kotlin and Swift in the near future for mobile app
development, there are yet no published scholarly
articles on this topic. Perhaps it is still too early for
such work to be published. Or, perhaps, there needs to
be more educational papers on the benefits of the
functional programming paradigm.
There is, however, some progress. Arrow is a
library that has been recently created for typed
functional programming in Kotlin [24]. Ferreira
illustrates how an Android app may be created via
Arrow primitives [25].
Another development involving the synergy
between Kotlin and Swift has also emerged. Kotlin
provides native program support for Android devices,
while Swift does the same for iOS devices. However,
to port an Android app to iOS involves a re-write in
Swift, and vice-versa. To try to circumvent this major
inconvenience, a language translator from Swift to
Kotlin has been developed [26]. The project is in
active development, with many rules and
improvements still to be implemented. But its
development goes to illustrate the importance of these
two languages.
Lastly, the paper provides both helpful and
instructive background information, particularly
addressed to students and software developers whose
area of interest and expertise does not encompass the
functional programming paradigm.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Double-stator switched reluctance generator
Ashkan Karimi Koohpar, Jawad Faiz
Double-stator switched reluctance generator (DSSRG) is a switched reluctance machine
consisting of two stators and one rotor, it is potentially compact, low cost, efficient, high output power
and power density. This paper presents design and simulation procedure for a DSSRG. Finite element
analysis is applied to design and optimize DSSRG geometry by improving its back electromotive force,
DSSRG drive is built to simulate operation and analyze performance. Eventually, the results are
compared with the single stator switched reluctance generator with the same volume.
Keywords – Double stator, geometry design, optimization, reluctance machine, switched
reluctance generator.

Introduction
Switched reluctance machine (SRM) offers some
advantages over conventional alternating current (AC)
machines in generating and motoring modes. They are
appropriate candidate for many industrial applications
[1]. Doubly-fed induction machines, however, suffer
from relatively low efficiency issue. Permanent magnet
(PM) machines normally use expensive rare earth PMs
in the rotor. Synchronous machine requires direct
current (DC) excitation, slip rings and brushes, and
needs some arrangements for its starting and
synchronizing. To address these drawbacks, a switched
reluctance generator (SRG) utilizing a rotor core with
no PM has been recommended in [2]. The switching
nature of the SRG operation makes it compatible with
every application that requires variable-speed
operation. In the case of aerospace and automotive
applications, variable-speed operation is suitable for
compatibility with the engine that drives the SRG [3].
Further, SRMs with multiphase excitation are more
robust and have greater potential for fault tolerance
compared with other synchronous machines. Many
researchers to further performance improvements have
proposed novel SRM configurations. A bipolar SRM
with short flux path achieves a high efficiency, better
power quality and low torque pulsation under singlephase and multi-phase excitation [4]. A two-phase
SRM has been presented in [5] with E-core structure to
reduce the lamination material and hence iron loss. To
enhance the torque in the SRMs, higher number of rotor
poles than that of stator poles have been introduced in
[6]. A double-stator SRM composing of two stators and
one rotor has been presented in [7], [8], [9], to enhance
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the power density and reduce torque ripple.
Furthermore, multiphase SRMs in terms of sensor-less
control and fault-tolerance control has been presented
in [10].

Fig. 1. Geometry parameters of the motor.

This paper addresses a new design for SRM coupled
to a diesel generator. The machine is radial type
consisting of 2 stators (inner/outer) with 12 poles and 6
poles. Fig. 1 shows the geometrical parameters pf the
machine. Performance of this machine will be
compared with a convention single stator SRG to
validate the merit of the proposed SRG.
The paper is organized as follows. The Doublestator switched reluctance generator (DSSRG)
fundamentals are described in the section 2. Section 3
fully investigates the DSSRG performance by
simulations of various perspectives. Electro-magnetic
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simulations are carried out while loss analysis and
thermal evaluations are also presented. Furthermore, a
DSSRM drive model is built to simulate the DSSRG
with control. Section 4 compares the simulation results
with the experimental results to validate the simulation
results. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

electronic converter illustrated in Fig. 2. Neglecting the
mutual inductance between the phases, the phase
voltage uk is as follows:
=
(

+

Principle of switched reluctance generator design
A 5 kW and 3000 rpm SRM is considered here.
Power, Pd, and developed torque, T, versus outer stator
and rotor diameter, yokes, teeth and cross-section of
slot are calculated as follows [11]:
Pd = KBAs D 2 LN r

(1)

T = K (BAs )D 2 L

(2)

where B is the aligned magnetic flux density, As is the
electric loading, D is the bore diameter, L is the stack
length of the stator pole, Nr is the rotor speed in length
of the stator pole, Nr is the rotor speed in revolutions
per minute (rpm). If the L is kept as a multiple or
submultiples of rotor bore diameter, the output power
equation is as follows:
(3)

pd ∝ k 2 .D 3

In general, at the rated operating point, the range of
k2 is (0.65, 0.75). The teeth arc given by [11]:
(4)

∈ (0.3,0.45)

Therefore, the other design parameters are as follows:
(5)
= sin( )
2
(6)
∈ 0.5
,
=
ℎ =

−

2
.

1
2

.
+
2

(7)

(9)
ℎ ∈ (ℎ , 1.4ℎ )
where Wsp is the pole width, bsy is the back iron
thickness, Wc is the average of coil width, hc and hs is
the slot length and teeth length, respectively, Tph is the
number of coil turns and Do is the outer diameter of the
machine.
Mathematical model of SRG
The mathematical model of the SRM (Fig. 1) is
obtained through the electrical analysis of the power
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(

, )+

, )

(10)

, )

where Rk is the internal electrical resistance, ik the
electrical current, Lk(θk,ik) is the magnetic fluxlinkage, θk is the electrical position of the phase
and ω=dθk/dt is the rotor speed revolution in rad/s.
According to the notation indicated in Fig. 2, the
capacitor voltage Uc is:
=

(11)
where ic is the current of the capacitor and C is its
capacitance. The total electrical current flowing from
the generator to the capacitor and load resistance RL can
be calculated as follows:
=

(12)

The ic is associated with the total electrical current
of the generator and load current iL:
(13)
= −
The converter bus voltage Ubus is equal to Uc.
Depending on the states of electronic switches, the
voltage at each phase terminals is as follows:

=

−
−
−

−2 ,
−2 ,
− ,

,

,
,

,

,

(14)

,

where Us and UD are, respectively, the voltage drops of
each electronic switch and free-wheeling diode.
The generator developed torque Tgen, is:

(8)
2

(

+

( )=

,

(

, )

(15)

the
electromechanical
Torque
where Tem,k is
contributed by phase k.
During each process of energy transfer between the
elements of the DSSRG, the mean electric power Pe is
evaluated as follows:
=

1

=

(16)

where We is the transferred electric energy during the
time interval Δt=t1−t0.
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Fig. 2. Single-phase current.

At a given constant speed, the mean value of the
mechanical power Pmec extracted from the rotor can be
estimated from Tgen as follows:
(17)
=
with the mean value of the generated electric
power Pgen and input mechanical power Pmec, the
electro- mechanical conversion efficiency ηe is
calculated as follows:
=

(18)
The mathematical model is formulated as function
of electrical position of the phase. The latter represents
a value between the two opposing unaligned positions
of the phase. As the rotor moves, the electrical position
describes a periodic profile. The relation between the
electrical position of one phase θk and the mechanical
position of the rotor θmec is as follows:
=−

+(

−

−
2

−

−

−
2

2

(19)

where St is the displacement described by the rotor part
between the aligned and the unaligned positions
and koffset is the angle between the same electrical
positions of two consecutive phases.

Fig. 3. Electrical position as function of mechanical
position [12].

Designing and simulating proposed SRG
The proposed SRG based on the 12/8 SRM with the
same outer diameter, but the second stator includes 6
poles and rotor stands between the two shifted stator
structures as shown in Fig. 1. The parameters are
estimated from Eqns. (5-9). Hence, Table I shows the
design results for the basic model of the proposed
machine. The proposed DSSRG 12/8/6 illustrated in
Fig. 4. The design results of the basic model are
validated using FEA. Fig. 5 illustrates the magnetic
flux distribution of the proposed DSSRG using FEA.
As know, the SRG is excited before align position and
the switch is off when it passes the half of flux
reduction section and the current maximum over the
overlap position. To make an agreement between
DSSRG and SRG and create a real comparison, the
outer diameter of stators was assumed to be the same.
Simulation results
To validate the designing and simulating the
DSSRG, it is compared with a single stator SRG and
the current waveforms have been shown in Fig. 6. The
current starts to increase when the switches of specified
phase are off, indicating that the back-emf of coils is
larger than supply voltage.
In this mode, generation continues until the backemf drops to a lower than DC link voltage. However,
the back-emf should be calculated to create a smooth
current waveform and prevent voltage ripple in the
output terminal. In this case, back-emf calculated from
Table 1
Design result for basic model
Outer Stator
Outer diameter
Pole arc
Yoke thickness
Number of turns
Inner Stator
Outer diameter
Pole arc
Yoke thickness
Number of turns
Rotor
Outer diameter
Pole arc
Yoke thickness
Shaft diameter
Stack length

Sym

SRG

DSSRG

unit

Do
Bs1
bsy1
Tph1

151
30
12.5
16

151
30
12.5
16

mm
deg
mm
Q

D2
Bs2
bsy2
Tph2

x
x
x
x

23.86
19.44
3
16

mm
deg
mm
Q

D1
Br
bry
Dsh

48
31
12.5
13.85

30.38
31
2.53
9.64

mm
deg
mm
mm

Lstack

70

70

mm

Fig. 3 represents Eqn. (19).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Proposed DSSRG, (a) 2D design, (b) 3D design.

Fig. 7. Current/time waveform of one phase vs turn off
angle at θon=18°
Fig. 5. Magnetic flux distribution of proposed machine
obtained by FEA.

Fig. 6. Current/time waveform of one phase vs turn
on angle at θoff=25°.

each stator and DC-link voltage 300 VDC to create
453.7 VDC back-emf on single phase; generating
current and supplying the load or voltage source. To
optimize the current waveform turn-on and turn-off
angles as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively.
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Fig. 8. Electrical output power/time of DSSRG vs SRG, at
θoff=25°, θon=18°.

The output power of the DSSRG illustrates in Fig.
8. Fig. 9 compares the current waveforms and voltages
of coils in the DSSRG and SRG as the designed results.
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optimization using designed experiments. John Wiley &
Sons, 2016.
[4] Edrington, C.S., Krishnamurthy, M., Fahimi, B.
Bipolar switched reluctance machines: a novel solution for
automotive applications. IEEE Trans. Veh. Technol, Volume
25, 2005, pages. 795–808.

(a)

[5] Lee, C., Krishnan, R., Lobo, N. S. Novel two-phase
switched reluctance machine using common-pole E-core
structure: concept, analysis, and experimental verification.
IEEE Trans. Ind. Appl., Volume 45, 2009, pages 3630–3637.
[6] Desai, P. C., Krishnamurthy, M., Schofield, N., et
al. Novel switched reluctance machine configuration with
higher number of rotor poles than stator poles: concept of
implementation. IEEE Trans. Ind. Electron., Volume 57,
2010, pages 649–659.

(b)
Fig. 9. FEA results of DSSRG and SRG (a) current wave
form (b) applied voltage of coils.

Conclusion
DSSRG is an SRG consisting of double-stator with
one stator shift one stroke. It is potentially a compact,
low cost, high output power which facilities to control
the output power and voltage. The paper presented a
detailed design and simulations for a scaled DSSRG
prototype. The output power of DSSRG improves by
47.25%. Current and voltage of DSSRG and singlestator SRG were simulated and compared.
This paper is reported in the 14-th International
Conference on Applied Electromagnetics – ПЕС 2019,
Niš, Serbia
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Welding in space and in vacuum chambers
Georgi M. Mladenov, Elena G. Koleva, Dmitriy N. Trushnikov
This paper presents literature analysis of available sources on the Internet and the experience of
the authors, describing the characteristic technologies of vacuum welding on earth and in space in the
presence of weightlessness and in the conditions of earth gravity. The performed experiments showed
that the most promising welding methods in space and in vacuum аrе electron beam welding and
vacuum-arc welding with a consumable electrode (on direct current or in pulsed mode, with the
implementation of constant heat input).
Keywords: electron beam welding, vacuum arc welding, laser welding, plasma welding
Заваряване в космоса и във вакуумни камери. (Георги М. Младенов, Елена Г. Колева,
Дмитрий Н. Трушников). Настоящата статия представя литературен анализ на наличните
източници в Интернет и опита на авторите, описващи характерните технологии за вакуумно
заваряване на земята и във вакуум при наличие на безтегловност и в условията на земната
гравитация. Извършените експерименти показват, че най-обещаващите заваръчни методи в
космоса и във вакуум са електроннолъчевото заваряване и вакуумнодъговото заваряване с
топим електрод (при постоянен ток или в импулсен режим, при реализация на постоянно
топловложение).
Ключови думи: електроннолъчево заваряване, вакуумно-електродъгово заваряване,
лазерно заваряване, плазмено заваряване

Introduction
The implementation of the welding processes in
space in the conditions of diluted gas or vacuum is
connected with construction and maintenance tasks,
such as assembly, repair of damaged parts, leaking
lines, etc. Depending on the presence or absence of
planetary gravity, the following types of welding can
be considered - welding in zero gravity conditions;
welding in conditions of planetary attraction in
technological chambers with inert gas; at intermediate
vacuum or high vacuum of free space. The operational
characteristics of appropriate welding techniques
change in conditions of vacuum and in microgravity
and have to be investigated in similar to open space
environment.
The initiator of the use of welding for the
construction and repair of spacecraft was academician
S. P. Korolev [1]-[5]. Already in 1963, predicting the
future development of astronautics, he seriously
discussed the construction and repair of orbital stations,
the problems of human work in outer space and the
possibility of using welding processes in space. The
peculiarities of space as the environment for welding
were also discussed. The Institute of electric welding
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“E. O. Paton” together with the Design Bureau of S. P.
Korolev in 1964 developed a complex research
program, taking into account the specifics of welding
and related technologies in space. A joint creative team
was created, which was headed from the side of the
Institute of Electric Welding E. O. Paton by G. P.
Dubenko and from the side of the Design Bureau – by
N. G. Sidorov. Leading scientists were invited to join
the research work (Table 1) and the research began in
1964.
Table 1
Research team
Design Bureau
(now United Rocket
and Space
Corporation)
Paton Welding
Institute
Institute of
Electrodynamics
of the National
Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine

Head: N. G. Sidorov
M. V. Melnikov, M K.
Tikhonravov, Ya. I.
Tregub, and others
Head: G. P. Dubenko
V. K. Lebedev, B. A.
Movchan, B. E. Paton,
O. K. Nazarenko, Yu.
N. Lankin and others
Yu.I. Drabovich and N.
N. Yurchenko
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Table 2
Space research program
1.
2.

1.

2.

1.
2.

1.
2.
3.

Stage 1
Experimental welding equipment for several of the
most promising welding methods in space.
Research vacuum stands, which to the maximum
extent were supposed to imitate the conditions in
space.
Stage 2
Investigations of these welding methods in
terrestrial laboratories using the developed
experimental small-sized equipment and research
vacuum stands.
The possibility of using different protective and
plasma-forming gases in space, the optimal modes
of welding, cutting and other technological
processes were determined.
Stage 3
Welding testing and research took place on a flying
laboratory TU-104 - in 25-30 seconds in a state of
weightlessness.
The experiments were realized during 10 flights, 50
modes of microgravity, on three test stands.
Main results: welding processes did not have time
to stabilize, there was a large variation in the
characteristics of the welds.
Stage 4
Testing of welding equipment and technologies
directly in space.
October 16, 1969 (Georgy Shonin and Valery
Kubasov) on the spacecraft “Soyuz-6”.
Test technologies: electron-beam welding, lowpressure constricted plasma jet welding and arc
welding with consumable electrode.

The program included several stages [1]-[5]. At the
first stage, experimental welding equipment was
developed for several most promising welding methods
in space. At the same time, research vacuum stands
were developed, which to a maximum extent should
had to simulate the conditions in space. At the second
stage, studies of these welding methods were
performed in institutes in terrestrial laboratories using
the developed experimental small-sized technology
chambers and research vacuum stands. This made it
possible in some way to imitate the space vacuum and
the temperature intervals typical of outer space. At the
same stage, the possibility of using various shielding
and plasma-forming gases in space was investigated,
the optimal modes of welding, cutting and other
technological processes were determined. At the third
stage (in 1965), the vacuum stands and the small-sized
welding equipment developed at the Institute of
Electric Welding were tested and welding studies were
carried out on the flying laboratory on TU-104 airplane,
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in which the weightlessness could be reproduced
within 25-30 seconds by means of an aircraft free fall.
Finally, the fourth stage was the testing of the welding
equipment and technologies already in space (Table 2).
The flying laboratory on TU-104 airplane, allowing
multiple short-term simulations of the state of
weightlessness, as well as the experiments in vacuum
chambers made it possible to imitate work in open
space more fully. Fig. 1a shows a thermal vacuum
chamber (with a mirror-beam source of heat and with
an adsorption-getter pumping unit, which allows to
obtain an oil-free vacuum), installed in the cabin of the
flying laboratory, together with other thermo-vacuum
stands (Fig. 1b). The combined adsorption-getter highvacuum unit provided a vacuum of up to 10-5 Pa and
worked well under weightless conditions. During
operation, it was cooled with liquid nitrogen and did
not consume electricity. The liquid nitrogen was also
used to create low temperature in the working chamber.
The tested different modes of the technological
processes performed were recorded by oscilloscopes,
TV or movie cameras, including speed (up to 5000
frames/s). The working chamber with a sylphon
corrector was adapted for installation of various heat
sources (for electron-beam welding [6], plasma
welding, arc welding with a consumable electrode, as
well the light mirror-beam welding) with power up to
1 kW. The power supply of the stand and all auxiliary
equipment could be carried out during the flight from
the on-board power network of the aircraft or from its
ground simulator.
In 1965 on the flying laboratory on TU-104
airplane, the processes of electron-beam welding [6],
low-pressure constricted plasma jet welding with a
hollow cathode and arc welding with a consumable
electrode were investigated on these stands and smallsized devices in ground laboratories.
During the electron beam welding (EBW) process,
an intensive focused electron beam of high velocity
electrons interacts with the welded work piece. The
electron beam is generated by an electron gun in a fully
automatic process and typically, the process is held in
vacuum.
Gas Metal Arc Welding (AW) is a gas shielded-arc
welding process in which the weld is created by an
electric arc formed between the consumable electrode
and the work piece. The electrode is in the form of a
filler wire that is mechanically driven into the weld
zone. The shielding gas is usually argon or helium
(both inert gases). The metal is transferred to the work
piece in globular drops or a spray of fine droplets,
depending on welding current, electrode material, and
diameter, shielding gas and gravity.
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Plasma Arc Welding (PAW) is also one of the arc
welding processes. In this process, the plasma is
produced inside the torch instead of between the
electrode and the work piece. This produces
concentrated heat source and controllable welds in inert
gases environment, but the plasma torch has a bad
performance in vacuum.

a)

b)
Fig.1. Thermo-vacuum stands to simulate the conditions in
space, located on the board of TU-104 airplane [4].

The power of the used electron beam was 600 W,
and that of the arc devices - 1 kW. Using an electron
beam, various details from stainless steel, titanium and
aluminum alloys with a thickness of 0.8 ~ 2.0 mm were
welded in vacuum. The cutting of the same materials
with a thickness of 0.8 ~ 1.0 mm was also made. The
welding with constricted plasma jet with a hollow
cathode was tested in vacuum for titanium alloys and
stainless steels with a thickness of 1.0 ~ 3.0 mm. An arc
with a consumable electrode in a controlled argon
atmosphere was used to weld stainless steel samples
with a thickness of 1 mm. All experiments were
performed at room temperature.
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In the same year, the first 10 flights were conducted
on the TU-104 aircraft flying laboratory [2]. Therefore,
three test stands were placed in the airplane laboratory's
cabin. Each of the stands was designed to study one of
the welding methods listed above. During the flights,
50 modes of microgravity were carried out, during
which the welding modes previously conducted on the
ground by each of the methods were reproduced. Then
a comparative analysis of the results was carried out.
The data obtained under conditions of short-term
weightlessness, provided in a flying laboratory, showed
that there was a large variation in the welds
characteristics, because the different welding processes
did not stabilize due to the short time. Only welding
experiments under conditions of prolonged
weightlessness could sufficiently fully characterize the
peculiarities of open space as an environment for
welding.
These conducted studies allowed the development
of the first experimental automatic installation
“Vulkan” for welding in space (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).
In 1966, research work was carried out with the
same installations in a large-scale ground-based
pressure chamber, which with a certain approximation
allowed to reproduce the conditions of space vacuum.
In 1967-1969 small-sized welding devices were tested
on the flying laboratory, using vacuum stands as part of
the “Vulkan” experimental space welding installation.
The developed in the USSR research program was
actively continued, developed and improved until
1991. During this period, a huge number of
experiments were carried out, many samples of space
welding equipment (Vulkan-2, Evaporator, Evaporator
M, “Yantar”, Universal Hand Tool, Universal Welding
System etc.) and various technological processes were
tested. Research results confirmed the possibility of
welding and coating under conditions of dynamic
weightlessness. During these studies of vacuum
welding, high-quality butt, flanged and lap welded
joints were obtained. The specifics of those years
included the competition between the USSR and the
USA, which not only led to the rapid development of
astronautics, but also forced that all new research
connected with the exploration of outer space to be
immediately classified. Therefore, for a long time only
a little was known about the practical implementation
of the research projects on welding in space in these
years.
The United States began welding in space in 1973
on board Skylab 3 by the electron beam unit M512. In
Japan studies of the influence of microgravity on the
welding processes are held in the Microgravity Center
(JAMIC). The welding apparatus was loaded into the
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drop capsule, and then the capsule was dropped to 710
m below the ground level. The drop-shaft type
microgravity facility there maintains 10 sec.
microgravity less than 10-5 G and simulates conditions
similar to the space environment. Investigations on gas
tungsten arc (GTA) welding [7] and electron beam
welding [8], [9] processes in microgravity conditions
were carried out. In the USA NASA George C.
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville,
Alabama and E. O. Paton Welding Institute (PW1) in
Kiev, Ukraine planned joint research called the
International Space Welding Experiment (ISWE) in
1989, aiming to demonstrate the feasibility of space
welding as an operational maintenance process [10].
Although many efforts were put in this project, it
finished successfully in 1996.
Welding in space
Stage 4 of the USSR space research program
The Sixth Soviet Expedition in Space on October
16, 1969 (Georgi Shonin and Valeri Kubasov) tested
the space electron beam equipment “Vulcan”,
developed at the Paton Welding Institute (PWI) of the
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, together with the
possibility of welding with low-pressure constricted
plasma jet and arc welding with a consumable electrode
on a spacecraft “Soyuz-6” (Stage 4, Table 2). The
electron beam equipment "Vulkan" consisted from a
power unit with remote control and an electron gun
(Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). This equipment was calculated for
a power supply from autonomous batteries, simulating
the onboard network of spacecraft. The tests showed
the possibility of using electron beam welding
processes for assembling or repairing spacecraft and
devices [1], but also the danger of using high voltage in
the case of manual electron beam welding [8].

Fig.2. Power supply for “Vulcan” equipment with remote
control [11].
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Fig.3. Electron gun of “Vulcan” equipment [4].

When investigating various welding methods,
problems were associated with the necessary power
sources, transformer cooling, protective gas behavior
etc. Some of the experimental results, obtained at
Soyuz-6 station are summarized and presented in Table
3 [12]. The electron beam welding in space is manual
and for that reason a defocused electron beam is used.
The composition, structure and quality of the obtained
seams had extremely strong dependence on the
temperature distribution in the welding pool and the
distribution of the liquid metal in the welding seam.
Weightlessness had little effect on the structure of the
welded metal. Scattered metal droplets were a problem.
The vacuum arc welding with a consumable electrode
was investigated only in residual argon atmosphere
with a pressure of up to 10-4 Torr. The arc welding
processes were more unsuitable, if they are compared
to electron beam welding (the welding with a
constricted arc in vacuum was successful after a series
of experiments and improvements).
Analysis of the results of the described experiments
and the available literature sources showed that the
most promising welding methods in space and in
vacuum were electron beam welding and vacuum-arc
welding with a consumable electrode (on direct current
or in pulsed mode, with the implementation of constant
heat input).

Fig.4. One of the variants of the manual tool for arc
welding with a consumable electrode in space [4]
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Table 3
Experimental results
Process
Electron beam welding
(EBW)

Electron beam cutting
(EBC)

Plasma Arc Welding
(PAW)

Vacuum Arc Welding with
a consumable electrode
(AW)

Experimental results
• The structure of the weld and heat-affected zone remained almost the same
when welding is on the ground and when it is in the flying laboratory.
• The weld metal is dense, without gas and slag inclusions; gas removal from
the molten metal during the crystallization process is satisfactory.
• the required penetration of the metal being joined is achieved.
• High gas pumping rate and lover pressure had a positive effect.
• The observed simultaneous emission of gases did not affect the reliability
of the electron beam equipment.
• Low-pressure constricted plasma jet welding and the use of plasma torches
did not give the expected results.
• The rate of diffusion of plasma-forming gas into the atmosphere of the ship
exceeded the expected one and its concentration in the arc gap was
insufficient for contraction of the constricted arc.
• Arc ignition, arc stability, and focus of anode spot were affected by the
amount of vacuum.
• On thin samples, weld formation was similar to those done on earth, but in
space surface tension forces dominated the formation.
• Sound welded joints were obtained.
• Some porosity was found along the fusion line in the titanium alloy.
• Arc constriction was difficult when the chamber was vented into space.
• In conditions of prolonged weightlessness, despite the high pumping speed,
the formation of a long-lasting stable arc discharge in the vapors of the
electrode material is possible due to self-magnetic field.
• Significant deviations from the specified chemical composition of the
welded metal and remelted electrode metal were not detected
• At low current, molten drops grew large and remained attached to the
electrode for a long period.
• Increasing the current increased the electromagnetic effects.
• Stable metal transfer was achieved when using the short circuit technique.
• Weld beads bulged slightly in the center due to surface tension, resulting in
the decreased weld penetration.

Further development and improvements of space
welding equipment
In the next 50 years, many improvements in the
welding process and operator protection during space
welding were achieved. The following tools were
developed, manufactured and tested: a set of hand tools
for welding in space, which included tools for electron
beam welding (Fig. 3), arc welding with consumable
electrode (Fig. 4) and plasma welding (Fig. 5) in space;
as well as the new model of the automatic welding
installation “Vulkan-2” (Fig. 6), which included only
two welding methods - electron beam and vacuum-arc
with consumable electrode. For working in the
atmosphere-filled compartments of the spacecraft, a
special contactless light welder was developed too.
The experiments mentioned above, and carried out
by space pilots G. A. Shonin and V. N. Kubasov on the
“Soyuz-6” spacecraft on October 16, 1969, confirmed
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the earlier assumptions and the results of the research,
obtained in the flying laboratory. Academician B. E.
Paton and cosmonaut V. N. Kubasov noted: “the
process of melting and cutting with an electron beam in
space is stable, the necessary conditions for the normal
formation of a welded joint and a cut are provided”.

Fig.5. One of the variants of the manual tool for plasma
welding in space [4].
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Fig.6. Automatic welding installation “Vulkan-2” [4].

The conducted experiments were the first step in the
development of the welding technology into space.
In 1984, the Soviet Union cosmonauts Svetlana
Savitskaya and Vladimir Dzhanibekov used a handheld
electron beam gun for welding, cutting, soldering and
evaporation (used also as a commercial product) in
open space, called universal handheld tool (UHT or
URI in Russian) - see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The welding
machine had an independent power supply and was a
modification of the “Vulkan-2” apparatus, developed at
the Institute Electric welding “E. O. Paton” in Kiev.
Vacuum conditions ensured the purity of the process,
without the presence of gases dissolving in the weld
[2]. Fig. 9 shows a Soviet Union cosmonaut Svetlana
Savitskaya performing welding in open space [3].

Fig.7. Universal hand tool (UHT): 1 - container; 2 secondary power supply; 3 - control panel; 4 - work tool; 5
- handle with a trigger; 6 - cable; 7 - a tablet with six
samples [3].
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Fig.8. Work tool of UHT: 1 - electron beam gun for
welding, cutting, soldering; 2 - electron beam gun (with
crucible) for coating; 3 - high voltage converter; 4 - power
cable; 5 - a screen that protects the hand from the heat
radiation of the metal being processed; 6 - the trigger [3].

Fig.9. Welding in open space [3].

In 1986, the space welding was carried out by
astronauts L. Kizim and V. Solovyov at the Salyut-7
and Mir space stations. They faced the task of welding
elements of large-sized truss structures. In these
experiments, the welding methods, the technology of
assembling and repairing structures in open space were
finally worked out.

Fig.10. Manual laser welding and soldering tool [11].

In 1989 NASA developed a manual laser tool with
variable power, designed for welding and soldering
(Fig. 10) [11]. The tool was also used as a commercial
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product. The laser beam does not require vacuum or
shielding gas, it allows precise control of the
temperature of the welding bath and the seam is
distinguished by its purity and high qualities (like
welding with an electron beam, but in absence of the
need of high accelerating voltage). The main
disadvantage of this method is the high energy
consumption of laser equipment due to the low
efficiency of converting electrical energy into light.
Applications of vacuum (space) arc discharge for
welding
There are (thermal emission) vacuum-arc
discharges with a cold cathode and a hot (heated)
cathode [13]. In the first case, the emission of electrons
to maintain the discharge is provided by the plasma of
cathode spots, through which the entire arc current
passes, while in the second case, the thermal emission
occurs from the cathode heated to the required
temperature. In this paragraph, a metal cathode
vacuum-arc discharge is considered.
The vacuum-arc discharge is used in industrial
technologies for surface modification in order to obtain
unique characteristics of the deposited coatings [14]. A
discharge in cathode material vapors (metal, alloy,
silicon, graphite, etc.) creates plasma flows with an
initial ion energy of tens to hundreds (for refractory
metals) electron-volts. Plasma streams also contain
droplets of molten cathode material or its solid
fragments. From the cathode spots, in which the current
density is about 106 A/cm2 and the temperature is up to
5000 °С, plasma flows from particles of the cathode
material are emitted with a degree of ionization
reaching 100%. It allows using magnetic fields to
control the direction and density of these flows. The
number of ions, the multiplicity of their charge and
energy tend to increase with the increase of the melting
temperature of the cathode material. When deposited in
high vacuum on the substrate, a layer of the cathode
material is formed, the thickness of which is
proportional to the time and density of the plasma flow.
The main advantage of vacuum-arc welding is an
increase in the plasticity of welded joints in comparison
with those obtained by other welding methods and with
the base metal. This is explained by the additional
purification during welding and the reduction of gases
and non-metallic inclusions in it when the metal is
melted in vacuum.
Arc welding with consumable (metal) electrode
During the arc welding, the heat necessary for
melting the metal is generated by an electric arc. This
arc is formed between the workpiece and the electrode
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(in the form of a rod or welding wire - Fig. 11), which
is manually or mechanically directed to the weld pool.
In addition to current transfer, the electrode can be used
to add a filler metal into the welding pool.
Investigations of the vacuum-arc discharge
augmentation for welding started in [15-18].

Fig.11. DC welding with a consumable electrode.

Vacuum and heating provide thermal electron
(thermionic) emission or, in case of a sufficiently
strong electric field, provide a field emission from the
metal electrode. Thus, a cathode spot on surface of
metal electrode is created [13], [19] and the arc is
ignited. After the initiation of the arc, the negatively
charged particles, generated there, acquire directional
energy from the electric field, heating the anode metal
surface through the high-energy collisions of these
particles. At a sufficiently high current, anode spots
may also occur, and during welding a liquid pool is
created in the anode metal.
The use of the new technique for welded structures
from titanium, molybdenum, vanadium and other
chemically active and refractory metals expanded the
range of the welding applications. Electrode metal
droplets under the action of the magnetic field of the
arc discharge can be directed and fly into the welding
bath at a high speed, and their transfer is relatively
weakly dependent on the presence or absence of gravity
(the welding with a consumable electrode in different
spatial positions is possible). Vacuum protects the
liquid metal. The welding chamber pressure equal to
P = 10–4 Torr ensures the oxygen and other impurities
content significantly lower than in higher purity argon
protection environment. When welding thin-sheet
metals with a consumable electrode by a pulsed arc
discharge [20], the energy input rate can be adjusted by
changing the power source operation parameters. The
optimization of its operation can be done according to
the criterion of maintaining the effective power of the
heat source (by adjusting the arc pulse width, as well as
the arc current, when using a direct-current power). The
possibility of operational correction of the welding arc
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current according that will be considered here. The
original DC voltage (or the set AC voltage, which is
rectified by the primary low-frequency rectifier, made
on the basis of a diode bridge) is fed to an inverter
(controlled by the signals from the clock generator of
the control unit), in which it is converted to a highfrequency signal with a frequency of more than 20 kHz.
Then the signal is fed to a high-frequency step-down
transformer achieving the current of a given level. The
alternating current from the transformer output is
rectified in a high-frequency rectifier and through a
throttle, which limits the rate of the current change,
enters the processing area. A feedback unit is provided,
which serves to control the inverter, namely, to reduce
the current up to the level of shutting down in the case
of electrode sticking of the, as well as increasing the
voltage to facilitate ignition of the arc at the initial
moments. The latter is defined by the fact that when
welding with a metal consumable electrode the arc
burns steadily at a voltage of 18–28 V, and a higher
voltage is required for the initial formation of the arc.
At the initial moment, the air gap is still not sufficiently
heated and it is necessary to transmit a high velocity to
the electrons for the ionization of the atoms of the gas
gap.
The voltage of the steadily burning arc is [20]:
(1)

=

,

+

where а – independent of arc length lA coefficient,
expressing the sum of the voltage drops across the
anode and cathode of the arc; b – average drop per unit
arc length. For steel electrodes a = 10 V, b = 2 V/mm.
When welding metal with thickness of 0.5 mm to 10
mm, the value of the working current can be
approximately determined by the formula:
(2)

,

=

where K = 25÷30 А/mm – coefficient, depending on the
diameter of the electrode and the type of coating; de –
electrode diameter, mm. The relationship of the total
voltage drop UA on the arc with the voltage drop on its
individual elements in the region of small currents is
given by the formula of G. Ayrton [21]:
(3)

=

+
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where a – total anode-cathode voltage drop, V;
b – potential gradient in the arc column, V/m; lA – arc
length, m; c and d – the power expended on electron
emission from the cathode spot, W/A, and on the
movement of the electrons in the inter electrode gap per
unit distance, W/(A·m); IW – arc current, А.
Approximate modes of welding of structural steels
and small thicknesses are given in Table 4 [22].
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Table 4
Arc welding modes for thin sheets of steel
Welding joint

IW, А

de, mm

25-35

2

30-50

2

30-50

2.5

butt

flanged

lap

From Table 4 it can be seen, that the current IW is
limited (minimum) by the ability to melt the steel wire
of the consumable electrode, and its maximum value is
limited by the burn-through of the welded metal. The
change in the distance between the consumable
electrode and the treated surface is accompanied by a
change in the voltage drop of the arc. Thus, it is
possible to perform compensation control of the
dynamic properties of the power source of the welding
machine, namely, the current sensor signal can be used
as a control signal for the pulse-width modulation of
the inverter unit. It will allow adjusting of the working
voltage of the welding arc, thereby ensuring constant
power of the heat source. This will permit “smoothing”
the voluntary movements of the welder’s hands, which
dramatically change the welding current. Thus, this
will avoid the worsening of the weld quality in manual
electric arc welding (in vacuum environment too).
When welding in zero gravity in residual argon
medium with a current of 50 – 60 A and free formation
of electrode metal drops, the metal drops can reach very
large sizes, which are unusual for such welding modes
on Earth. For example, when welding high-alloyed
steel under zero gravity, drop transfer occurs in 3-5 s,
which is 15-30 times less than in normal conditions at
the same welding mode. Drops go into the metal bath
when it is accidentally touched, therefore increasing the
arc length can result in even larger droplets. The shape
of the drops, as a rule, is spherical, which indicates the
absence of the action on the drop of other significant
forces (gravity), besides the force of the surface
tension. With such droplet transfer, it is not possible to
obtain high-quality seams. To improve the formation of
seams, it is necessary to apply special technological
methods that provide small-drop metal transfer. This is,
first of all, the welding at a short arc length with a short
circuit arc gap and impulse arc welding. The impulse
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arc welding ensures a high frequency of transfer of
droplets of the electrode metal, which is not different
from that observed on Earth, and the quality of welds
is quite satisfactory. When welding with short circuits
of the arc gap in zero gravity and vacuum, it is also
possible to obtain good seams. However, it is necessary
to apply special measures for intentional focusing of
the arc.
Consumable electrodes for conducting manual arc
welding are made of various metals - this can be steel,
cast iron, copper and its alloys, alloys based on
titanium, and also aluminum. Usually, such electrodes
have a special coating that is formed when the electrode
rod is put into a container with the liquid coating
material or by pressing the electrode rod. As a rule, the
coating consists of several elements. A special coating
is applied only for electrodes for welding with
alternating current. Electrodes for DC welding are
specially marked in red on the end.
Special hard coating electrodes can perform a
number of functions:
• They provide a stable burning of the welding arc,
since such coatings contain materials with a low
level of formation of ions - such materials include
calcium, sodium or potassium.
• The electrode coating contains elements that are
more reactive toward oxygen than the metal of the
welded parts are made from. This allows to achieve
an effect of metal deoxidation, which is necessary
during the welding of steels. Ferromanganese and
ferroaluminium is such electrode coating elements
for welding of steels.
• The electrode coating provides alloying of the
welded materials, since it contains special alloying
substances — for example, ferrometals, which are
transferred to the molten metal pool during welding.
Vacuum-arc welding (in the conditions of the
terrestrial laboratory) has some disadvantages:
• A stable composition of residual gases in the
welding zone is required;
• More frequent and longer stop/start interruptions for
electrode replacement, if a welding wire is not used;
• Probably more expensive deposition of the same
amount of metal in the seams;
• It is necessary to take care of the exact position of
the electrode edge (hard coatings probably worsen
this).
Advantages of vacuum-arc welding:
• The welding seam has a better tensile strength than
the seams obtained in the atmosphere [17];
• No contaminating particles and fewer defects in the
seam;
• Stable welding process.
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Ignition of the vacuum-arc discharge
In the case of the use of a pulsed arc discharge in
order to improve the control of the heat input into the
liquid metal pool, a system of discharge initiation is
necessary, which should perform millions of ignitions.
Two main types of vacuum-arc discharge initiation
systems are implemented and have been investigated to
some extent - “contact” and “contactless” systems.
In the “contact” systems, the initial plasma
formation is caused by a discharge between the igniting
electrode and the main cathode, separated by a ceramic
or other material.
The contact ignition, the main operational
parameters of which are the spark surface breakdown
and the electrical explosion of the conductive jumper,
is characterized by the ease of implementation and
sufficient reliability under certain operating conditions
of the plasma source. A wider range of applications
have launching systems using a start-up injector, which
has increased their versatility due to the possibility for
effortless replacing the waste injector.
In the "contactless" systems of initiation of the
vacuum-arc discharge is realized without a direct
contact of the ignition elements with the cathode, and
the starting plasma is generated by an autonomous
plasma injector. The task of this type of initiators with
a large number of arc discharge initiations and low
ignition voltage was successfully solved in “two-stage”
launch systems, in which the start-up discharge on the
dielectric surface initiates an auxiliary, much more
powerful discharge. It fills the main interelectrode gap
with its plasma, which leads to the ignition of the
vacuum-arc discharge. The search for opportunities to
increase the durability of the starters (up to 107 or more
actuations) led to the development of new composite
materials that are characterized by increased resistance
to electrical discharges and low surface breakdown
voltage (up to 100 ~ 200 V/mm).
The interest in launching technological plasma
sources by transferring various types of glow discharge
to vacuum arc discharge was caused by the fact that in
this case the starting plasma can be created by a system
of electrodes of sufficiently large dimensions. At the
same time, making them massive and, in principle,
water-cooled dramatically increases the stability of the
electrode system against the damaging effects of the arc
discharge, which is necessary especially in pulsed
modes of operation.
Welding with arc plasma torch
There are two types of plasma torches, such that
create a plasma jet and that create a plasma arc. In the
first type, the plasma is generated in the plasmatron
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channel (between the cathode and the anode) and
comes out in the form of a jet, heating the surface of the
treated body. In the second type of plasma torches, the
arc discharge burns between the cathode in the plasma
torch and the anode – which is the processed sample.
The cathode can be consumable (metal or carbon), as
well as non-consumable.
Plasma-forming and plasma-transfer gases can be
implemented.
A disadvantage of the use of arc plasma torches for
space welding and cutting of metal parts is that it
requires gas, the amount of which increases with the
growth of the gap between the plasma torch and the
junction between the parts. The diffusion rate of the
plasma-forming gas under vacuum conditions
exceeded the expected one and its concentration in the
arc gap was not sufficient for the contraction of
constricted arc.
Conclusion
Analysis of the results of the described experiments
and the available literature sources showed that the
most promising welding methods in space and in
vacuum were electron beam welding and vacuum-arc
welding with a consumable electrode (on direct current
or in pulsed mode, with the implementation of constant
heat input).
The effect of microgravity on the properties of the
obtained welds through gas tungsten arc welding (Fig.
12) and electron beam welding [7-9] showed that the
geometry of the welds, the grain sizes and the
temperature gradients are affected in both cases.

Fig.12. Transverse sections of butt welds in horizontal gas
tungsten arc welding with argon shielding gas: a) 1G,
b) 10-5 G. The arrows indicate the pores [7].

The efficiency (defined by the ratio of the
transmitted into the processed material energy toward
the energy from the power source) for the arc welding
processes varies from 20% to 85% [23] – [25]. It is
lowest in tungsten arc welding and higher in gas metal
arc welding. For the electron beam welding, the
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efficiency of energy transfer depends on the base
material and the geometry of the point of impingement
of the electron beam on the surface of the material. The
efficiency reaches 90% to 95% during welding for
EBW of steel (after the initial formation of the keyhole,
typical for this process). The heat source densities vary
as follows – 104 W/m2 for vacuum arc welding,
105 W/m2 for plasma arc welding and 105 W/m2 for
electron beam welding. The power supply required for
arc welding is 5-20 kW and for EBW – 1 to 10 kW. The
arc welding processes in space need a high level of
manual skills (they are strongly affected by the arc
length, etc.).
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